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OFFENDER MANAGEMENT IN CUSTODY 
 Hon GIZ WATSON to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Justice: 
Whereas the current inquiry into offender management in custody aims to provide a blueprint for future offender 
management in Australia, community concerns are growing about changes in accessibility to offender 
management programs for long-term prisoners and the effect of immediate measures to increase prison security.  
I ask - 

(1) What changes were implemented in the past year to the accessibility of rehabilitation programs for 
long-term prisoners? 

(2) Why were these changes made? 
(3) Does the minister agree that the decision to erect fences at Wooroloo and Karnet Prison Farms pre-

empts the outcomes of the independent inquiry? 
(4) Who made the decision? 
(5) What are the reasons for the decision? 
(6) What is the anticipated cost of each fence? 
Hon KIM CHANCE replied: 
I thank Hon Giz Watson for some notice of the question. 
(1)-(2) Prerelease programs promote resocialisation and reintegration into the community for those prisoners 

subject to life and indeterminate sentences.  As a result of recent events in Western Australian prisons 
and the independent Mahoney inquiry into the management of offenders in WA, the department has 
currently suspended participation by these prisoners in prerelease programs pending the outcome of the 
inquiry.  However, no changes have been implemented in the past year in the accessibility of 
rehabilitation treatment programs for long-term prisoners. 

(3) No. 
(4) The Premier and the Minister for Justice. 
(5) Community safety and security.  Karnet and Wooroloo Prison Farms have accounted for 19 per cent of 

escapes from Western Australian prisons since July 2003.  This, coupled with the escape from Karnet 
Prison Farm of a high-profile offender, highlighted the need for strengthened security arrangements at 
Karnet and Wooroloo Prison Farms.  This strengthened security will increase the department’s 
placement options and improve prisoners’ access to prerelease programs at these minimum-security 
facilities. 

(6) Karnet Prison Farm, $5.3 million; Wooroloo Prison Farm, $5.3 million. 
 


